This review focuses on the contribution of translesion DNA polymerases to immunoglobulin gene hypermutation, in particular on the roles of DNA polymerase eta (Polh) in the generation of mutations at A/T bases from the initial cytosine-targeted activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID)-mediated deamination event, and of Polk, an enzyme of the same polymerase family, used as a substitute when Polh is absent. The proposition that the UNG uracil glycosylase and the MSH2-MSH6 mismatch recognition complex are two competitive rather than alternative pathways in the processing of uracils generated by AID is further discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Diversification of rearranged immunoglobulin genes is initiated by a locus-specific deamination process mediated by the enzyme activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), which produces uracils from cytosine deamination in the DNA encoding the immunoglobulin (Ig) variable regions (Muramatsu et al. 2000; PetersenMahrt et al. 2002) . Such a nucleotide, albeit abnormal in DNA, is easily used as a template by replicative polymerases, and is thus susceptible to generate C to T and G to A mutations at the Ig locus. Three quarters of the mutations observed in memory B cells differ, however, from this simple mutation profile, implying that most mutations are generated by additional repair pathways that are sufficiently error-prone to further diversify this spectrum.
The seminal work of Rada et al. (2004) demonstrated that only two repair factors, uracil glycosylase and the MSH2-MSH6 complex, are involved in diversifying the outcome of the initial AID-mediated lesion, the mutation pattern in Ung!Msh2 K/K mice, thus representing the footprint of AID deamination faithfully carried over replication. This work, as well as a more recent study ( Liu et al. 2008) , further established a quasi-quantitative correlation between the extent of cytosine deamination and the overall mutation load at the V gene loci, indicating that almost every deamination event is converted into a mutation, either at the deamination site or at a distance from it, a process that has to mobilize an error-prone DNA synthesis (Delbos et al. 2007; .
Such a process obviously requires repair pathways susceptible of generating errors at a very high rate. Accordingly, a base excision repair process resynthesizing a single base, even with low-fidelity polymerases, is unlikely to be involved. Two main pathways thus appear to be capable of generating such an error frequency: translesion synthesis opposed an abasic site that would be generated by the removal of the uracil base from DNA, and an MSH2/MSH6-driven shortpatch error-prone DNA synthesis. This review focuses on the specific DNA polymerases involved in the context of the mutagenesis targeted around V genes. It should be mentioned that mutagenic processes that affect a second targeted region at the heavy chain locus, i.e. the switch regions, may slightly differ, and will not be discussed in this review. Effectively, hypermutation around the switch regions occurs as a bystander effect of a deamination activity whose biological outcome is the induction of double-strand breaks, and the high mutation load observed for this region in MSH2! UNG-deficient animals may suggest, although different interpretations are possible, a much higher frequency of UNG-mediated error-free repair during the normal isotype switch process ( Xue et al. 2006) .
TWO CONFIRMED PARTNERS OF HYPERMU-TATION AMONG 11 NON-REPLICATIVE POLYMERASES/TRANSFERASES
Among the 11 non-replicative polymerases/transferases known to date, 10 have been studied for their possible contribution to hypermutation through the analysis of V gene mutations in activated B cells from polymerase-deficient animals. DNA polymerase nu (Poln) remains the only one not tested so far (table 1; . Whereas some contradictory data have been reported, a fair evaluation, taking into account notably the recent data published by the group of Patricia Gearhart for Polq-deficient mice (Martomo et al. 2008) , suggests that only two of them, Polh and Rev1, have been unambiguously demonstrated to be involved in hypermutation. Most convincingly, the impact of their inactivation on the Ig mutation pattern fits rather well with their known in vitro mutation signature. As discussed below, these two enzymes cannot account for the whole spectrum of mutations (in particular, most transversions at G/C bases), and there remains therefore another activity to be identified. DNA Polz is a likely candidate, even though the drastic phenotype of the inactivation of its catalytic subunit, REV3L, has made so far any formal conclusion difficult. The complex functions of Polz may therefore necessitate subtler mutagenesis, which would allow the dissociation of its catalytic activity from its other, so far unknown, functions, e.g. as an assembling or docking protein for other components of the replication/repair machinery, in order to address its specific contribution to Ig gene hypermutation.
POLh AS THE SOLE CONTRIBUTOR OF A/T MUTAGENESIS: A MAIN PLAYER WITH SUBSTITUTES
In 1998, the first studies of mismatch repair (MMR)-deficient mice uncovered a role of MSH2 in the generation of mutations at A/T bases, while, surprisingly, the absence of the effector part of the MMR complex (PMS2 and MLH1) had, at most, a simple quantitative impact (Frey et al. 1998; Phung et al. 1998 Phung et al. , 1999 Rada et al. 1998; Ehrenstein et al. 2001) . This dichotomy was documented further by the analysis of mice deficient for MSH6 and Exo1, the exonuclease involved in the excision of the patch containing the mismatch from an existing nick in DNA (Wiesendanger et al. 2000; Bardwell et al. 2004; Martomo et al. 2004) , thus uncovering an unusual dissociation between the MMR partners and restricting the implication in the hypermutation mechanism to the MSH2-MSH6 mismatch binding part of the complex (Reynaud et al. 1999) . The second activity characterized as being involved in A/T mutagenesis was Polh, a then recently discovered translesion DNA synthesis (TLS) polymerase, through the analysis of patients with the variant form of the xeroderma pigmentosum syndrome (XPV ), a genetic disease corresponding to the dysfunction of this enzyme (Zeng et al. 2001; Faili et al. 2004 ). However, there was a consistent residual A/T mutagenesis in both cases, particularly for XPV patients whose genetic defect is obviously variable, suggesting that the generation of A/T mutations might be more complex than a sole MSH2-MSH6 pathway recruiting Polh.
Inactivation of Polh in the mouse confirmed its major impact on A/T mutagenesis (Delbos et al. 2005; Martomo et al. 2005) . However, analysis of the residual A/T mutagenesis in both Polh-and MSH2-deficient contexts uncovered a rather different mutation profile. In the Polh K/K background, these mutations evoked the signature of another polymerase, Polk, which has an unusual error specificity resulting predominantly in T to G transversions (Ohashi et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2000) . The A/T pattern in Msh2 K/K animals was by contrast compatible with the involvement of Polh in an UNGmediated short-patch repair process with lower mutational efficiency (table 2; Delbos et al. 2005) . The mutation pattern of Polh!MSH2-deficient animals, which showed a frequency of A/T mutations corresponding to the PCR background, confirmed this proposition. Such a process may only take place in the absence of MSH2, being competed out in the normal situation (see model below). This led us to propose that Polh is the only contributor of A/T mutations in the mouse (Delbos et al. 2007) .
The back-up role proposed for Polk was further confirmed by the analysis of Polh!Polk doubledeficient mice in which A/T mutagenesis was further reduced, although, in contrast to the previous situation, some A/T mutations were still detectable (Faili et al. submitted; table 1) . It therefore suggests that, as long as the MSH2-MSH6 complex is present, other polymerases may still be recruited. However, it is difficult to discern a specific polymerase signature in this genetic configuration, due to the low number of A/T mutations collected even from large mutation databases. The last member of the Y family, Poli, could obviously be considered a logical candidate for this third line recruitment.
A similar polymerase back-up has been proposed to explain the increased mutagenicity of UV light observed in XPV patients, the polymerase acting as a substitute being unable, in contrast to Polh, to bypass the UV-induced cyclobutane thymidine dimers in an error-free fashion. The contribution of Poli to this mutagenic back-up has recently been documented in vitro in UV-irradiated cells deficient for either or both of these two polymerases (Dumstorf et al. 2006; Gueranger et al. 2008) . The situation in hypermutation appears somehow as a mirror image; the Polk polymerase used as a back-up is less mutagenic than the default one, explaining why, in spite of the similar bias for A/T mutations of these two enzymes, the A/T mutagenesis and consequently the total mutation load drops in Polh-deficient B cells (figure 1). This symmetrical situation illustrates well the 'paradox' of TLS polymerase usage in the immune system, contrasting their hierarchical selection for error-free repair during the bypass of DNA damages with their recruitment for error-prone repair during hypermutation .
Albeit being mainly error-prone opposite T nucleotides, Polh may also have a low mutagenicity at G/C bases, thus accounting for the residual 3-4% transversions at G/C bases observed in the UNG-deficient background (and for some G/C transitions that cannot obviously be distinguished from the uracils carried over replication; Rada et al. 2002; Di Noia et al. 2006 ).
PROFOUND ALTERATION OF THE MUTATION PROFILE IN MSH2-DEFICIENT MICE
MMR and UNG-mediated pathways have been proposed as two alternative modes of processing of uracils during the somatic mutation process (Rada et al. 2004) . There is, however, a clear asymmetry in these processes. UNG deficiency results in a small increase in mutagenesis at G/C bases (55-60 versus 45-50% in wild-type animals), which consists mostly in transitions . By contrast, A/T mutagenesis is not affected, establishing the complete independence of mismatch handling from any uracil removal activity. Most notably, there is no alteration of the overall targeting at either G/C or A/T bases.
By contrast, there is a profound alteration of the mutation profile in the MSH2-deficient context, which is not restricted to the sole reduction in A/T mutagenesis. These alterations include a lower mutation frequency, an increased proportion of transitions among G/C mutations and, most remarkably, a modified mutation profile at the V locus with a marked targeting at a few hotspot positions (figure 1; Frey et al. 1998; Phung et al. 1998; Rada et al. 1998) . No comprehensive explanation had been put forward for this complex phenotype, which was also observed in MSH6-and Exo1-deficient animals (Bardwell et al. 2004; Martomo et al. 2004) . Considering the mutation profile of Ung!Msh2 K/K mice as the reference pattern of AID-mediated deaminations, we have therefore proposed that these alterations can be collectively explained by an increased error-free repair mediated by UNG when the MSH2-MSH6 pathway is not functional, with a fraction of uracils escaping this repair, notably at specific hotspot motifs (Delbos et al. 2007) . A schematic of the mutation profile, comparing the wild-type, Msh2
K/K and double Msh2!Ung
genetic backgrounds, is shown in figure 1c . This scheme highlights the contrasting impact of mutations in the MSH2-deficient context at a few hotspot positions (within a WGCW symmetrical context for most of them; Martomo et al. 2004 ), compared with the rest of the sequence. Most notably, the mutation frequency at these G/C hotspots is close to their deamination frequency, reflecting their conversion of deamination into mutation at the same position. This hotspot mutation frequency is by contrast approximately twofold lower in wild-type animals, thus suggesting that approximately half of the deaminations produced are converted by the MSH2-MSH6 pathway into mutations at nearby A/T bases. In the MSH2-deficient context, these hotspots are thus almost quantitatively prevented from being handled by UNG, while the rest of the sequence harbours a much higher level of error-free repair compared with the Ung!Msh2 K/K profile. How and why are these hotspots protected remains unclear, but one could envision an increased stability of AID at a few deaminated sites, which would require the MSH2-MSH6 complex for efficiently dislodging it (Delbos et al. 2007 ).
STRAND BIAS IN HYPERMUTATION
It is often stated that AID targets both DNA strands equally in vivo ( Franklin & Blanden 2008) . However, considering again the AID targeting revealed by the mutation pattern of UNG-MSH2-deficient mice, the ratio of C to G mutations is in fact 60 : 40, i.e. slightly biased towards the non-transcribed (or coding) strand. This strand bias appears to be conserved by the UNG pathway (e.g. in Msh2
K/K animals), but mutations at C and G are equalized in MSH2-proficient genetic backgrounds and translated into an A over T bias (table 3; .
Polh is intrinsically two to three times more errorprone at copying Ts than As, but these figures have been obtained from an in vitro synthesis of several hundred bases (Pavlov et al. 2002) , which may not exactly correspond to the in vivo situation. The strand bias at As over Ts may thus come from an imbalanced repair that combines several steps of unequal strand processing: an increased repair on the coding strand resulting in the equalization of C/G mutagenesis; a longer patch synthesis when copying the non-coding versus the coding strand (i.e. according to a DNA polymerase synthesis proceeding along the direction of Table 3 . The C over G targeting bias generated by AID at the V gene locus is eliminated by the MSH2-MSH6 pathway to generate an A to T mutation bias. elongation of the RNA polymerase complex versus backwards); the high error rate of Polh when copying Ts. This last feature appears to correspond not only to the specificity of Polh, but also, and as observed experimentally, to that of Polk (table 3) . This model would altogether favour an MSH2-MSH6 repair process operating on the U-containing strand rather than opposed to it. This issue has recently been addressed by the analysis of a transgenic mutation substrate in which a single C residue was embedded in a long stretch of As and Ts (Unniraman & Schatz 2007) . These authors concluded that only the coding strand was targeted for error-prone repair, thus proposing that the A/T bias would come from the specific mutagenic properties of Polh synthesizing only one DNA strand. However, the mutation data obtained in this study showed a strong bias for T mutations that do not correspond to the normal mutation pattern of V genes for which mutagenesis at As dominates, which makes this elegant approach somewhat inconclusive at this point.
COMPETITIVE RATHER THAN ALTERNATIVE REPAIR PATHWAYS IN HYPERMUTATION: A CELL-CYCLE AFFAIR?
The model we wish to propose, in which many aspects remain speculative, aims at accommodating the relative independence of the MSH2-MSH6 pathway from UNG-mediated repair as observed in UNG-deficient animals, while the reverse situation, i.e. MSH2 or MSH6 deficiency, indicates that the MMR pathway strongly impinges on UNG activity (figure 2).
One way to envision such a compartmentalization is a function that would rely on different phases of the cell cycle. AID expression is indeed not cell-cycle regulated, making it likely that cytosine deamination may take place at different phases of the cycle . By contrast, UNG is strongly upregulated in the late G1 and early S-phases, at which stage it can cope with misincorporated uracils during replication (Hagen et al. 2008) . MMR would be normally considered as a post-replicative actor, but the restricted involvement of the sole MSH2-MSH6 and Exo1 partners precludes such a priori.
MSH2-MSH6 would thus recruit Polh (or its polymerase substitute) in G1, eliciting, after excision by Exo1 of a stretch of DNA containing the uracil, a DNA synthesis of sufficient length to generate approximately one distant mutation for each repaired uracil. The most elusive part of this process is the mode of DNA incision proximal to the uracil lesion, in the absence of the DNA discontinuities provided by replication and of the usual MLH1 and PMS2 effector partners. Effectively, no endonuclease activity that would specifically affect the A/T mutagenesis has been described so far. In the absence of MSH2-MSH6, the mismatches present in the late G1-phase would be handled by UNG, in an error-free or a low error-prone fashion, with a fraction of them escaping detection, notably at hotspot positions.
The action of UNG would be restricted to the S-phase, where it would mainly generate an abasic site without further repair, and these abasic sites would be bypassed by TLS polymerases acting, in contrast to Polh, in their classical damage tolerance function. The phenotype of Rev1 deficiency, with a major impact on C to G mutations and a minor one on G to C, is the perfect proof for the TLS role of Rev1, its unique signature of cytidine incorporation demonstrating a polymerization opposite an abasic site ( Jansen et al. 2006) . Its unequal strand contribution is so far unexplained, suggesting a strand-biased recruitment that may possibly correspond to a leading/lagging strand dichotomy of the TLS process.
The limited effect of Rev1 deficiency on G/C mutations obviously requires the implication of other TLS polymerases at the replication fork, generating notably G to T and C to A transversions. Some G/C transitions could be generated by TLS as well, according to the 'A' rule, a default pathway by which As are inserted opposite to non-instructive lesions (Goodman et al. 1993) . The conditional inactivation of REV3L in mature B cells induces a large reduction in the overall mutation load that affects all types of mutations similarly, which has been interpreted as an indirect consequence of the reduced viability of centroblasts lacking REV3L activity (D. Schenten & K. Rajewsky 2008, personal communication) . An alternative explanation would be that Polz participates in the formation of all types of mutations, not only in the bypass of abasic sites, but also in the extension of the Polh patch synthesis. Such a global role remains possible, and it should be mentioned that our knowledge of the biochemical function of Polz as a TLS extender enzyme relies only on experiments performed with the yeast protein, a quite different enzyme with half the size of mammalian REV3L (Gan et al. 2008) .
Translesion bypass is recruited upon stalling of the replication fork, which induces the monoubiquitination of the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) DNA sliding clamp, which, in turn, promotes its interaction with specific motifs of TLS polymerases (Kannouche et al. 2004) . Unexpectedly, inactivation of the monoubiquitination site of PCNA (a Lys164 to Arg mutation) did not affect mutagenesis at G/C bases (apart for a small reduction in C to G mutagenesis), but, surprisingly, A/T mutagenesis was almost completely abolished, thus implying that Polh recruitment by the MSH2-MSH6 complex requires PCNA monoubiquitination (Langerak et al. 2007) .
TLS can, however, be dissociated from PCNA ubiquitination, as shown recently in the DT40 cell line (Edmunds et al. 2008) . Other DNA clamps have been described as well, which, as suggested by Langerak et al. (2007) , could be mobilized instead of PCNA. The 9-1-1 complex, which interacts in yeast with Polz (Sabbioneda et al. 2005) , has recently been shown to mediate an alternative DNA damage response after becoming similarly monoubiquitinated by the Rad6-Rad18 complex ( Fu et al. 2008 ). The precise molecular requirements for the replicative bypass of abasic sites in mammalian B cells thus remain to be determined.
CONCLUSIONS
Ig gene hypermutation is a unique physiological process, in which many repair pathways are Review. Competitive repair pathways in hypermutation C.-A. Reynaud et al. 617 developmentally mobilized in response to an internally induced DNA damage. Some of these pathways, e.g. the recruitment of TLS polymerases as active mutagenic agents, may be uniquely co-opted during the centroblastic programme of gene activation. Other unexpected aspects, such as the behaviour of PCNA for TLS polymerase recruitment, may rather reveal our incomplete knowledge of the in vivo DNA damage tolerance processes.
